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  . .” in high quality Audio. Also availabe in Mp3, Mp4 & various other formats 1. "Thicke" (Dissertation) – Album produced by
Scott Storch, contains tracks that were released between his dissertations on “J. Hopkin Summers” and “Philip Glass”, the songs
that he mentioned in his dissertations. All rights to the songs are by Scott Storch, except for the copyright to the dissertation that
is by The New School, in 2006, Thicke took the dissertations with him to Mars, which inspired the songs for The Evolution of
Robin Thicke. Besides the aforementioned songs, the album includes versions of songs he had previously done, such as “Right

Thurston” and “Goin Up In Smoke”, with the new lyrics. The album does not include a title, as it is just an album of songs,
going from left to right, the song titles are listed on the sleeves of the albums, listing the album title in addition to the songs 2.
"Psychic", by Robin Thicke "Psychic" is a song by Robin Thicke. It was the debut single from the artist and was released on

June 6,2003 as the lead single from his debut studio album,2003’s The Last Days of Michael Jackson. It was written by Robin
Thicke and Dr. Luke, along with production from the latter, the song peaked at number six on the Billboard Hot 100 chart in the

United States and on the Canadian Hot 100, where it spent 14 weeks in the top ten and a total of 37 weeks in the top 50. In
2004, the single was certified platinum by the Recording Industry Association of America, the song samples the theme from the

CBS television series Designing Women. In 2011, the song was also sampled by rapper 50 Cent for his single, Living Things,
Psychics theme song has been covered by other artists. It was also used in the opening credits for the 2nd season of Showtimes
Shameless, Smilin’s Party, the song was nominated for a Teen Choice Award for Choice Summer Track in 2004. The music

video was directed by Mike Zoss and featured guest appearances from drag queen Nina, on April 4,2013, Thicke performed a
medley of his songs, including the Psychedelic version of Psychic, 82157476af
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